BIO-PROFILE REPORTS
The bio-profile reports cover the key environmental
indicators that are responsible for optimum cellular

Please note that the given results are not meant to
replace or compete with traditional laboratory test
results, as in absolute numbers and absolute scales.

wellness.

BIO
PROFILER
A New Wellness
Perspective

The advantage of the profiler report is a clear overview
The profiles use a highly visual pie-chart format,

of the main topics and strongest resonances, that the

colored and labeled clearly to make them easy to

cell and whole body system responds to. It is intended

interpret and follow by practitioners and patients alike.

to be an indicator for topics that might be overseen in

Each category in the profile is rated as priority, advisory
and normal, making prioritisation simple. They are also

typical analysis. And to help prioritise the next steps
to wellness.

marked as demand, load, disturbance and sensitivity to

Any health issues, discomfort or worries should always

provide guidance for protocol decision making.

be attended to by a practitioner. The bio-profile report
does not claim medical validity, since science in the
bio-field is still in its infancy. It is an innovative
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technology for the 21st century, giving an insight into
connections and imminent issues for the whole body,
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individualized and current.
Physics is changing the way we view the world and
technology is increasing the speed at which we
experience this change.
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Sample of Key Wellness Indicators
Overview chart.
Each category has its own chart which
shows the elements in detail
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The bio-resonance laboratory
in your hands

THE BIO-RESONANCE LABORATORY
IN YOUR HANDS
The Bio-Profiler provides you with the two key elements to add to the
success of your clinic/practice. Firstly, the class leading bio-profile
service, which will enhance your professional approach and support
your decision making. Secondly, it will provide you with new income,
whilst protecting and increasing existing revenue streams.
BIO-PROFILER

A NEW WELLNESS
PERSPECTIVE

The desktop device uses a proprietary bio-resonance
technology to interface specific frequency resonance
information from cellular bio-markers, like those found

We are pleased to introduce our Bio-Profiler, a

in hair. Simply download and install, plug the profiler

revolutionary technological breakthrough that puts the

into your PC or laptop: You are ready to scan bio-

power of a ‘state of the art’ bio-resonance laboratory

profiles for your clients and patients.

directly into your hands.

Entering the data, taking a sample of 2-3 hairs and

Our Bio-Profiler is a ‘first of its kind ‘ device that

performing the scan takes just minutes. Then (or later),

interfaces cellular bio-information at the point of use

the data is sent off via the internet for evaluation. About

and then transfers this information to a high-tech center

ten minutes later you will receive a secure link via email

for detailed assessment.

for downloading the detailed report. It‘s quick, non-

The bio-resonance processing takes less then 10
minutes and the results are returned in the form of a

invasive and simple, in the clinic and on the road.

comprehensive Bio-Profile report.

THE TECHNOLOGY CENTER

Each bio-profile report provides an in-depth, highly

The scanned data package is encrypted and sent via

visual and user-friendly view of many key wellness

secure connection to our technology center for

indicators for the tested person.

processing. The center hardware is hosted on secure,

The profile results are based on the cellular resonance

highly protected security servers, 24 hours a day, 365

values of the individual and afford a new and insightful

days a year.

view of the body’s imbalances.

We use advanced bio-resonance system infrastructure;
incorporating CE Class IIa approved devices and
proprietary recognition software programs to identify
the specific intensity of bio-resonance connections that
appear between the subject and the test information.

Easy setup: Download
software, install, plug in the
profiler, register.
You‘re set to go.

Enter user data, place 2-3
hairs on the test field, cover
with acrylic disk and click
„Scan“ in your software.

